PRESS RELEASE
Unique format for text and illustrations introduces empathy and
social cue awareness.
The Time Flash Had the Best Day Ever is a children’s
picture book created by Kari Martindale and
illustrated by Aaron Parrott, to illustrate the tough
topic of empathy. Will Flash notice that not everyone is having
the best day ever? As Flash himself wonders, “How could that be?”
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Author/Creator Kari Martindale
is a writer, ESL instructor, and lover of all
things language. Born in Philadelphia, PA,
her educational background includes a
Master's degree in Linguistics, and
various certificates and diplomas in
foreign languages, linguistics, and
translation. Kari has visited all 50 States
and over 35 countries around the world.
When she’s not globetrotting, she’s at
home in Maryland with her husband,
daughter, and dogs, who frequently
inspire Kari’s writing. Read into it what
you will.
Illustrator Aaron Parrott has been drawing since he
could hold a pencil. In addition to being a graphic designer,
illustrator, visual artist, musician, and cartoonist, he, too, has
enjoyed a career revolving around language and education. His
works include the webcomic
"Goodbye Kitty", the introspective
series "Personal Demons", and
illustrations for Alan Corson's "The
Family Guide To Survival". Aaron
lives in Wenatchee,Washington with
his wife and incredibly adorable
dog. And he’s not biased.

Parents and educators are always looking for
ways to introduce empathy and social cue
awareness to children. The unique format of
The Time Flash Had the Best Day Ever
isolates Flash in one illustration accompanied
by simple text; a turn of the page shows the
full, wordless picture. Squirt is not having
the same day as Flash. Will readers notice?
Will Flash?
The book opens up the opportunity for
discussion about being aware of those
around you, picking up on non-verbal
social cues, and feeling empathy. Even
when no one is reading to them, children
will see the story in the illustrations.
The Time Flash Had the Best Day Ever is
the first book in a series of children’s
picture books about Flash, a Jack Russell
who has a sweet relationship with his girl
Squirt. Designed for children aged 2-7,
the series draws from the real-life trials
and tribulations of Kari’s late Jack Russell,
Flash, and his relationship with Kari’s
daughter, Sequoia, who inspired the
character Squirt. Timeless lessons are
introduced with a modern wit that will
entertain parents and children alike.
Kari Martindale can be contacted at
kariann.marti@gmail.com or 301.401.9951. She
occasionally blogs at karilogue.com.
Aaron Parrott can be contacted at
lookoutsidedesign@gmail.com and his portfolio
can be viewed at http://
lookoutsidedesign.crevado.com/

